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Sine Vibration Control DP960-20

900 Series Software
SignalCalc®

Features and Benefits
The 900 Series Sine Vibration Controller offers many beneficial features and options for Sine closed-loop control testing:

Feature Benefit

Hardware and Network Connectivity

Distributed DSP architecture Fast closed-loop correction and notching with no network latency, even for large channel counts

High dynamic range (up to 150 dB) Effective control of high Q resonances

Test Capabilities

High speed control loop Stable control of both hydraulic and electrodynamic shakers for testing articles with high Q resonances

Limit channels (Notching) Any input channel or Math channel can be assigned a notching profile

Test Safety Manual stop switch included • External safety systems can be used to quickly and safely ramp down a test

Run Schedule Automation of multiple sweeps and dwells for complex tests

Closed-loop control up to 20 kHz Effective control at low or high frequency

Pretest system identification Pretest predictions warn operator that shaker will be overdriven – before the sweep starts

Convenient Options

Resonance Search and Dwell (DP960-27) Assess low- or high- cycle fatigue life of a structure by automatically centering excitation on a resonant frequency 

Test Sequencer (DP960-43) Sequence tests to run automatically one after the other

Relay Card (DP900-45) Interface with thermal chambers or supervisory controller

Math channels (DP960-80) Custom calculated channels for live control and notching during test

Multi-Frequency Sine (DP960-21) Run sine sweeps in a fraction of the time by exciting multiple frequencies simultaneously

Sine High Frequency Control (DP960-22) Control shaker output up to 30 kHz

Multi-measurement (DP960-81) Simultaneously analyze test data with independently defined measurements

Aerospace and other industries rely on 
swept Sine testing as a primary tool for 
characterizing the dynamics of a test 
article. Sine testing delivers sinusoidal 
excitation to the article under test, 
controlling the excitation level through a 
pre-defined frequency range. This technique 
enables each resonance to be isolated 
systematically. Given elaborate structures 
under test, aerospace qualification often 
requires high channel-count test capability 
with acceleration, force, or moment limiting 
to protect valuable test articles. 

Sine testing with resonance dwell capability (DP960-27) is also ideal for fatigue testing of structures. The ability to excite a 
structural resonance and track the resonant frequency as the structure fatigues makes resonance dwell the ideal choice for 
low- or high-  cycle fatigue testing.
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NOTE: Continued product improvement necessitates that Data Physics reserves the right to modify these specifications without notice.

Related Applications
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Versatile, Responsive Sine Testing

1  Status Display 
Large readout of live test 
status in control panel.

5  Custom layouts  
Fully customizable 
plots and multi-monitor 
support.

2  Manual Controls  
Full manual control 
during test.

3  Limiting/Notching  
Unique limit profiles can apply to 
any channel, including force sensors 
or math channels (DP930-81).

4  Transmissibility  
Transmissibility between 
any two channels with 
stats displayed.

Schedule sweeps, dwells, dwell series, or resonance dwells (DP960-27) and quickly generate a report with custom plots that summarize the test.
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Recording and Playback Analysis 
DP930-23

Record data up to 200 k samples/second simulta-
neously with real-time measurement or control

Classical Shock Control 
DP960-30

Control a shaker to run pre-defined classical 
shock pulses such as half-sine or sawtooth

Random Vibration Control 
DP960-10

Control a shaker to reproduce a specific vibration 
environment described by a power spectral density 
(PSD) profile


